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All India Maha Mock LIC Assistant Mains (Solutions) 
 
S1. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  
Step1- From the given conditions, only three boxes are placed in between the box which has Teddy-bear 
toy and the one which has the Doll toy and the box having Doll toy is above box having Teddy-bear toy. Box 
S has Doll toy in it. There are as many boxes placed between box S and the box having Teddy-bear toy as 
between the box having car toy and the box having Teddy-bear toy in it. 

 
Step 2 :- From the remaining given conditions, Box U is immediately above the box having car toy. There 
are three boxes which are placed in between the box U and box V so V placed above to box U because the 
box having car toy in it is placed at the bottom. There is one box in between the box P and the box having 
doll. So from these condition there will be two possibility of the Box P in case 1 box is placed above box S 
and in case 2 box P placed below box S.  

      
Step 3 :- Now it is given that, box R is just above the box having Robot toy in it. Box R is placed somewhere 
in between box P and the box having Teddy bear toy. Box R is not placed immediately above to box V. So, 
case 2 will be eliminated as there is no place for box R and we get our final answer.  
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S2. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  
Step1- From the given conditions, only three boxes are placed in between the box which has Teddy-bear 
toy and the one which has the Doll toy and the box having Doll toy is above box having Teddy-bear toy. Box 
S has Doll toy in it. There are as many boxes placed between box S and the box having Teddy-bear toy as 
between the box having car toy and the box having Teddy-bear toy in it. 
 

 
 

Step 2 :- From the remaining given conditions, Box U is immediately above the box having car toy. There 
are three boxes which are placed in between the box U and box V so V placed above to box U because the 
box having car toy in it is placed at the bottom. There is one box in between the box P and the box having 
doll. So from these condition there will be two possibility of the Box P in case 1 box is placed above box S 
and in case 2 box P placed below box S.  
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Step 3 :- Now it is given that, box R is just above the box having Robot toy in it. Box R is placed somewhere 
in between box P and the box having Teddy bear toy. Box R is not placed immediately above to box V. So, 
case 2 will be eliminated as there is no place for box R and we get our final answer.  

 
 
S3. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  
Step1- From the given conditions, only three boxes are placed in between the box which has Teddy-bear 
toy and the one which has the Doll toy and the box having Doll toy is above box having Teddy-bear toy. Box 
S has Doll toy in it. There are as many boxes placed between box S and the box having Teddy-bear toy as 
between the box having car toy and the box having Teddy-bear toy in it. 

 
Step 2 :- From the remaining given conditions, Box U is immediately above the box having car toy. There 
are three boxes which are placed in between the box U and box V so V placed above to box U because the 
box having car toy in it is placed at the bottom. There is one box in between the box P and the box having 
doll. So from these condition there will be two possibility of the Box P in case 1 box is placed above box S 
and in case 2 box P placed below box S.  
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Step 3 :- Now it is given that, box R is just above the box having Robot toy in it. Box R is placed somewhere 
in between box P and the box having Teddy bear toy. Box R is not placed immediately above to box V. So, 
case 2 will be eliminated as there is no place for box R and we get our final answer.  

 
 
S4. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  
Step1- From the given conditions, only three boxes are placed in between the box which has Teddy-bear 
toy and the one which has the Doll toy and the box having Doll toy is above box having Teddy-bear toy. Box 
S has Doll toy in it. There are as many boxes placed between box S and the box having Teddy-bear toy as 
between the box having car toy and the box having Teddy-bear toy in it. 

 
Step 2 :- From the remaining given conditions, Box U is immediately above the box having car toy. There 
are three boxes which are placed in between the box U and box V so V placed above to box U because the 
box having car toy in it is placed at the bottom. There is one box in between the box P and the box having 
doll. So from these condition there will be two possibility of the Box P in case 1 box is placed above box S 
and in case 2 box P placed below box S.  
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Step 3 :- Now it is given that, box R is just above the box having Robot toy in it. Box R is placed somewhere 
in between box P and the box having Teddy bear toy. Box R is not placed immediately above to box V. So, 
case 2 will be eliminated as there is no place for box R and we get our final answer.  

 
 
S5. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For words. 
I. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the word in the opposite sectors are in odd – even form than the 
first and the last letter of the word are replaced with their opposite letter according to the alphabetical 
series.  
II. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in Odd – odd form than 
the squares of numbers are interchanged with each other in the opposite sectors. 
III. In the arrangement if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in even – even form then  
the words in the opposite sectors are interchanged. 

 
‘rex 22’ is in the just opposite sector of the ‘next 18’ in the output.  
 
S6. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the 
output. 
For words. 
I. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the word in the opposite 
sectors are in odd – even form than the first and the last letter of the 
word are replaced with their opposite letter according to the 
alphabetical series.  

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/2978/Bank-and-Insurance-Premium-Plus-Subscription-12-Months
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II. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in Odd – odd form than 
the squares of numbers are interchanged with each other in the opposite sectors. 
III. In the arrangement if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in even – even form then  
the words in the opposite sectors are interchanged. 

 
‘Xak 16’ is in the opposite sector of ‘iew 21’ in the output. 
 
S7. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For words. 
I. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the word in the opposite sectors are in odd – even form than the 
first and the last letter of the word are replaced with their opposite letter according to the alphabetical 
series.  
II. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in Odd – odd form than 
the squares of numbers are interchanged with each other in the opposite sectors. 
III. In the arrangement if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in even – even form then  
the words in the opposite sectors are interchanged. 

 
Sum of all odd numbers (225+81+169+289+21)= 785. 
 
S8. Ans.(d) 
Sol.   
Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For words. 
I. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the word in the opposite sectors are in odd – even form than the 
first and the last letter of the word are replaced with their opposite letter according to the alphabetical 
series.  
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II. In the arrangement, if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in Odd – odd form than 

the squares of numbers are interchanged with each other in the opposite sectors. 

III. In the arrangement if the numbers with the words in the opposite sectors are in even – even form then  

the words in the opposite sectors are interchanged. 

 
‘Cap 16’ is replaced by ‘xak 16’ after the operation. 

  

S9. Ans.(d) 

Sol.   

The data in all three statements I, II and III together are necessary to answer the question. 

From statement I and III M sits at the end of the row and fourth to the right of A. B sits third to the right of 

O. less than 15 people sits in the row. Only two people sits between A and K and D sits eighth to the left of 

K so K sits third to the right of A because if K sits third to the left of A and we placed D then there will be 

sixteen persons in the row which can’t be possible. Now by using statement II that Only 2 person sits 

between N and D. M sits at the end of the row. We get our final answer B sits third to the left of M.  

 
  

 

S10. Ans.(b) 

Sol.   

Using statement I and III we can find the definite relation between Rhombus and Square and between Ring 

and Rhombus which is not possible if we use statement II.   

 
 
S11. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   
The data in all the statements, I, II and III even together are not sufficient to answer the question. 
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S12. Ans.(b) 
Sol.   

Step I :- From the given statements, the distance between a car and its adjacent cars is same for all the cars 

at the instant when they all are parked in a straight line. All cars front side are facing in the north direction. 

Car R is parked third to the right of car M. Car P is placed between car S and car R so there will be two 

possible cases  

 
Step II :- Now from the given condition Car P is parked third to the left of car Q case 1 will be eliminated 

and we get the final positions of cars in the parking area. 

 
Step III :- Now we will determine the distance between the adjacent cars, 

Car P moved 8 unit towards south direction (as it takes U turn from its initial position) to reach point A. 

From point A Car P takes 135° right turn and then again covers 10 unit to reach at the point where car M 

is parked. Car P again covers 4 unit in the north direction from the last position to reach point K. Car Q 

starts moving in the north direction and covers a certain distance to reach point L.  

Shortest distance between point A and car M (initial) is 10 unit.  

By using Pythagoras theorem, 

The distance between Car M and initial position of car P = √(100 – 64) = √(36) = 6 unit 

So 2x = 6 unit 

(Where x, is distance between two adjacent cars) 

    x = 3 unit, 

So, we have  

 
As it is given that Point K and point L lies in a straight line then the distance between both the point is equal 

to the distance between Car M and Car Q’s initial positions.   
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S13. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   

Step I :- From the given statements, the distance between a car and its adjacent cars is same for all the cars 

at the instant when they all are parked in a straight line. All cars front side are facing in the north direction. 

Car R is parked third to the right of car M. Car P is placed between car S and car R so there will be two 

possible cases  

 
Step II :- Now from the given condition Car P is parked third to the left of car Q case 1 will be eliminated 

and we get the final positions of cars in the parking area. 

 

Step III :- Now we will determine the distance between the adjacent cars, 

Car P moved 8 unit towards south direction (as it takes U turn from its initial position) to reach point A. 

From point A Car P takes 135° right turn and then again covers 10 unit to reach at the point where car M 

is parked. Car P again covers 4 unit in the north direction from the last position to reach point K. Car Q 

starts moving in the north direction and covers a certain distance to reach point L.  

Shortest distance between point A and car M (initial) is 10 unit.  

By using Pythagoras theorem, 

The distance between Car M and initial position of car P = √(100 – 64) = √(36) = 6 unit 

So 2x = 6 unit 

(Where x, is distance between two adjacent cars) 

x = 3 unit, 

So, we have  
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S14. Ans.(a) 

Sol.   

Step I :- From the given statements, the distance between a car and its adjacent cars is same for all the cars 

at the instant when they all are parked in a straight line. All cars front side are facing in the north direction. 

Car R is parked third to the right of car M. Car P is placed between car S and car R so there will be two 

possible cases  

 

Step II :- Now from the given condition Car P is parked third to the left of car Q case 1 will be eliminated 

and we get the final positions of cars in the parking area. 

 
Step III :- Now we will determine the distance between the adjacent cars, 

Car P moved 8 unit towards south direction (as it takes U turn from its initial position) to reach point A. 

From point A Car P takes 135° right turn and then again covers 10 unit to reach at the point where car M 

is parked. Car P again covers 4 unit in the north direction from the last position to reach point K. Car Q 

starts moving in the north direction and covers a certain distance to reach point L.  

Shortest distance between point A and car M (initial) is 10 unit.  

By using Pythagoras theorem, 

The distance between Car M and initial position of car P = √(100 – 64) = √(36) = 6 unit 

So 2x = 6 unit 

(Where x, is distance between two adjacent cars) 

    x = 3 unit, 

So, we have  

          

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3194/IBPS-PO-Mains-Prime-2019-Online-Test-Series
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S15. Ans.(d) 

Sol.   

Step I :- From the given statements, the distance between a car and its adjacent cars is same for all the cars 
at the instant when they all are parked in a straight line. All cars front side are facing in the north direction. 
Car R is parked third to the right of car M. Car P is placed between car S and car R so there will be two 
possible cases  

    
Step II :- Now from the given condition Car P is parked third to the left of car Q case 1 will be eliminated 
and we get the final positions of cars in the parking area. 

 
Step III :- Now we will determine the distance between the adjacent cars, 
Car P moved 8 unit towards south direction (as it takes U turn from its initial position) to reach point A. 
From point A Car P takes 135° right turn and then again covers 10 unit to reach at the point where car M 
is parked. Car P again covers 4 unit in the north direction from the last position to reach point K. Car Q 
starts moving in the north direction and covers a certain distance to reach point L.  
Shortest distance between point A and car M (initial) is 10 unit.  
By using Pythagoras theorem, 
The distance between Car M and initial position of car P = √(100 – 64) = √(36) = 6 unit 
So 2x = 6 unit 
(Where x, is distance between two adjacent cars) 
    x = 3 unit, 
So, we have  

 
As it is given that Point K and point L lies in a straight line then distance between Point L and Car Q’s initial 
position is 4 unit. So by using Pythagoras theorem, we get our final answer.  
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S16. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  

 
 
S17. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  

 
 
S18. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  

 
 
S19. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  

 
 
S20. Ans.(d) 
Sol.   
Step1 :- From the given conditions, there are three persons between S and U and none of them sit on either 
the top floor or the ground floor of the building so there are four possible places for S and U. The one who 
is on the top floor likes a male actor. A who is a famous male actor like by the person who lives immediately 
above the floor on which S lives who like an actress named as D who is a female as in each case S lives 
immediately below a person who likes a male actor.  
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Step2 :- Proceeding with the rest of the statements given, ‘The one who likes the male actors are not 

immediate neighbors of each other” so case 3 is eliminated. P likes E who is a female actress. There is two 

floors in between the floors on which P and V lives who likes a male actor and V does not live on floor 

number two. P lives above the floor on which V lives. G is a female actress liked by R who lives on an even 

number floor below the floor number five. From these conditions possibility of case-2 and case 4 is 

eliminated . In Case 2 we can’t place P and T as P is placed on floor no 5 then V is placed on floor no 2 which 

can’t be possible. And in case 4 if we place P on floor no 4 and V on first floor then there is no any even 

number floor below floor no. 5 where person R can be placed so case 4 also be eliminated. So we Continue 

with case 1, in which P lives on floor no. 4 and T lives on floor no. 5 and R lives on floor no. 2.     

 

Step-3- Now continuing with the rest of the conditions, F is liked by O who does not like a male actor means 

O likes a Female actor and lives on the sixth floor and Q lives on the top floor and likes male actor A. There 

is minimum two persons live between the one who like the B and the one who like the H. V does not like B. 

There are only four persons who like female actors. Hence B and C are male actors and V Likes H and U like 

C (who is a male) and T likes B (who is a male). So, we get our final answer.     
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S21. Ans.(a) 
Sol.   
Step1 :- From the given conditions, there are three persons between S and U and none of them sit on either 

the top floor or the ground floor of the building so there are four possible places for S and U. The one who 

is on the top floor likes a male actor. A who is a famous male actor like by the person who lives immediately 

above the floor on which S lives who like an actress named as D who is a female as in each case S lives 

immediately below a person who likes a male actor.  

      

       
Step2 :- Proceeding with the rest of the statements given, ‘The one who likes the male actors are not 

immediate neighbors of each other” so case 3 is eliminated. P likes E who is a female actress. There is two 

floors in between the floors on which P and V lives who likes a male actor and V does not live on floor 

number two. P lives above the floor on which V lives. G is a female actress liked by R who lives on an even 

number floor below the floor number five. From these conditions possibility of case-2 and case 4 is 

eliminated . In Case 2 we can’t place P and T as P is placed on floor no 5 then V is placed on floor no 2 which 

can’t be possible. And in case 4 if we place P on floor no 4 and V on first floor then there is no any even 

number floor below floor no. 5 where person R can be placed so case 4 also be eliminated. So we Continue 

with case 1, in which P lives on floor no. 4 and T lives on floor no. 5 and R lives on floor no. 2.     
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Step-3- Now continuing with the rest of the conditions, F is liked by O 
who does not like a male actor means O likes a Female actor and lives 
on the sixth floor and Q lives on the top floor and likes male actor A. 
There is minimum two persons live between the one who like the B 
and the one who like the H. V does not like B. There are only four 
persons who like female actors. Hence B and C are male actors and V 
Likes H and U like C (who is a male) and T likes B (who is a male). So, 
we get our final answer.     

 
 
S22. Ans.(a) 
Sol.   
Step1 :- From the given conditions, there are three persons between S and U and none of them sit on either 
the top floor or the ground floor of the building so there are four possible places for S and U. The one who 
is on the top floor likes a male actor. A who is a famous male actor like by the person who lives immediately 
above the floor on which S lives who like an actress named as D who is a female as in each case S lives 
immediately below a person who likes a male actor.  

    

     
Step2 :- Proceeding with the rest of the statements given, ‘The one who likes the male actors are not 
immediate neighbors of each other” so case 3 is eliminated. P likes E who is a female actress. There is two 
floors in between the floors on which P and V lives who likes a male actor and V does not live on floor 
number two. P lives above the floor on which V lives. G is a female actress liked by R who lives on an even 
number floor below the floor number five. From these conditions possibility of case-2 and case 4 is 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3112/FCI-Manager-Phase-I-2019-Online-Test-Series
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eliminated . In Case 2 we can’t place P and T as P is placed on floor no 5 then V is placed on floor no 2 which 
can’t be possible. And in case 4 if we place P on floor no 4 and V on first floor then there is no any even 
number floor below floor no. 5 where person R can be placed so case 4 also be eliminated. So we Continue 
with case 1, in which P lives on floor no. 4 and T lives on floor no. 5 and R lives on floor no. 2.     

 
Step-3- Now continuing with the rest of the conditions, F is liked by O who does not like a male actor means 
O likes a Female actor and lives on the sixth floor and Q lives on the top floor and likes male actor A. There 
is minimum two persons live between the one who like the B and the one who like the H. V does not like B. 
There are only four persons who like female actors. Hence B and C are male actors and V Likes H and U like 
C (who is a male) and T likes B (who is a male). So, we get our final answer.     
 

 
 
S23. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   
Step1 :- From the given conditions, there are three persons between S and U and none of them sit on either 
the top floor or the ground floor of the building so there are four possible places for S and U. The one who 
is on the top floor likes a male actor. A who is a famous male actor like by the person who lives immediately 
above the floor on which S lives who like an actress named as D who is a female as in each case S lives 
immediately below a person who likes a male actor.  
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Step2 :- Proceeding with the rest of the statements given, ‘The one who likes the male actors are not 

immediate neighbors of each other” so case 3 is eliminated. P likes E who is a female actress. There is two 

floors in between the floors on which P and V lives who likes a male actor and V does not live on floor 

number two. P lives above the floor on which V lives. G is a female actress liked by R who lives on an even 

number floor below the floor number five. From these conditions possibility of case-2 and case 4 is 

eliminated . In Case 2 we can’t place P and T as P is placed on floor no 5 then V is placed on floor no 2 which 

can’t be possible. And in case 4 if we place P on floor no 4 and V on first floor then there is no any even 

number floor below floor no. 5 where person R can be placed so case 4 also be eliminated. So we Continue 

with case 1, in which P lives on floor no. 4 and T lives on floor no. 5 and R lives on floor no. 2.     

 

 
 

Step-3- Now continuing with the rest of the conditions, F is liked by O who does not like a male actor means 

O likes a Female actor and lives on the sixth floor and Q lives on the top floor and likes male actor A. There 

is minimum two persons live between the one who like the B and the one who like the H. V does not like B. 

There are only four persons who like female actors. Hence B and C are male actors and V Likes H and U like 

C (who is a male) and T likes B (who is a male). So, we get our final answer.     
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S24. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   
Step1 :- From the given conditions, there are three persons between S and U and none of them sit on either 
the top floor or the ground floor of the building so there are four possible places for S and U. The one who 
is on the top floor likes a male actor. A who is a famous male actor like by the person who lives immediately 
above the floor on which S lives who like an actress named as D who is a female as in each case S lives 
immediately below a person who likes a male actor.  

     

     
Step2 :- Proceeding with the rest of the statements given, ‘The one who likes the male actors are not 
immediate neighbors of each other” so case 3 is eliminated. P likes E who is a female actress. There is two 
floors in between the floors on which P and V lives who likes a male actor and V does not live on floor 
number two. P lives above the floor on which V lives. G is a female actress liked by R who lives on an even 
number floor below the floor number five. From these conditions possibility of case-2 and case 4 is 
eliminated . In Case 2 we can’t place P and T as P is placed on floor no 5 then V is placed on floor no 2 which 
can’t be possible. And in case 4 if we place P on floor no 4 and V on first floor then there is no any even 
number floor below floor no. 5 where person R can be placed so case 4 also be eliminated. So we Continue 
with case 1, in which P lives on floor no. 4 and T lives on floor no. 5 and R lives on floor no. 2.     

 
Step-3- Now continuing with the rest of the conditions, F is liked by O who does not like a male actor means 

O likes a Female actor and lives on the sixth floor and Q lives on the top floor and likes male actor A. There 

is minimum two persons live between the one who like the B and the one who like the H. V does not like B. 
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There are only four persons who like female actors. Hence B and C are male actors and V Likes H and U like 

C (who is a male) and T likes B (who is a male). So, we get our final answer.     

 
 

S25.Ans. (d) 

Sol.  

Statement I strengthen the given statement as even the economic growth is higher the problem of stunting 

is keep on increasing among children. But statement II is neutral statement.  

 

S26.Ans. (d) 

Sol.   

Only (I) can be assumed from the given statement as it is mentioned in the given statement that rooftop 

solar power technology is showing growth.  

 

S27. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

Input :- Z  A  @  F  8  E  J  I  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  U  *  S 

After applying step 1: 

Step-1.  Z  @  F  8  E  J  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    

After applying step 2: 

Step-2. I  T  U  Z  @  8  E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    

After applying step 3: 

Step-3. I  T  U  Z  @  10  E  J  $  5  M  Q  4  #  11  K  *  S  A  I  U 

The required element is (14-6)= 8th element from the left is ‘J’ in step 2. 

 

S28. Ans.(e) 

Sol.  

Input :- Z  A  @  F  8  E  J  I  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  U  *  S 

After applying step 1: 

Step-1.  Z  @  F  8  E  J  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    

After applying step 2: 

Step-2. I  T  U  Z  @  8  E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    

After applying step 3: 

Step-3. I  T  U  Z  @  10  E  J  $  5  M  Q  4  #  11  K  *  S  A  I  U 

Sum of all odd numbers in step 3 is (11+5)= 16. 
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S29. Ans.(c) 
Sol.    Input :- Z  A  @  F  8  E  J  I  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  U  *  S 
After applying step 1: 
Step-1.  Z  @  F  8  E  J  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 2:  
Step-2. I  T  U  Z  @  8  E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 3: 
Step-3. I  T  U  Z  @  10  E  J  $  5  M  Q  4  #  11  K  *  S  A  I  U 
Z @ 10, J $ 5 
 
S30. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  
Input :- Z  A  @  F  8  E  J  I  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  U  *  S 
After applying step 1: 
Step-1.  Z  @  F  8  E  J  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 2: 
Step-2. I  T  U  Z  @  8  E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 3: 
Step-3. I  T  U  Z  @  10  E  J  $  5  M  Q  4  #  11  K  *  S  A  I  U 
  
The element which is in between ‘8’ and ‘K’ in step 2 is ‘M’ ( E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9). 
 
S31. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  
Input :- Z  A  @  F  8  E  J  I  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  U  *  S 
After applying step 1: 
Step-1.  Z  @  F  8  E  J  $  R  3  M  Q   G  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 2: 
Step-2. I  T  U  Z  @  8  E  J  $  3  M  Q  4  #  9  K  *  S  A  I  U    
After applying step 3: 
Step-3. I  T  U  Z  @  10  E  J  $  5  M  Q  4  #  11  K  *  S  A  I  U 
  
The required sum is (11+3)= ‘14’. 
 
S32. Ans.(b) 
Sol.   
Step 1:- From the given statements, All the eight members sits around a circular table and some of them 
face inside and some outside. G sits third to the right of C, who is the HR of Adda247. A is the CA of Adda247 
and A, faces inside and sits second to the left of the Manager of Adda247. G is the manager of dda247. Only 
one member among G, A and C faces outside the centre and rest two faces inside. There will be two possible 
cases in which C and A faces inside and G face outside and in other case G and A face inside and C face 
outside: 
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Step 2:- E who is the CEO of the company is not the immediate neighbour of HR and CA of the company. E’s 
position is fixed on the immediate right of G in both the case. The CEO of Adda247 sits third to the left of 
the one who is director of Adda247. So, the director of Adda247 sits on the immediate left of C in both the 
cases but the director faces outside in case 1 and face inside in case 2. B sits on the immediate left of 
Manager of the company. Now M is the CFO of Adda247 and faces outside the centre. Immediate neighbours 
of CFO faces opposite direction. D and N are immediate neighbours. So in both the cases M’s positions is 
fixed. 

 
Step 3:- From the remaining conditions, only one person among the Director, B and the CEO of Adda247 
faces the centre and rest faces outside but in case two persons the director and E (CEO) face inside so case 
2 will be eliminated. Now continuing with step 1, N and B faces the same direction. The president of 
Adda247 sits second to the right of secretory of Adda247.  D sits third to the right of secretory of Adda247. 
So B is the secretory of Adda247 and face inside and N is the president and D is the director of Adda247. 
Hence, we get our final answer.   

 
 
S33. Ans.(b) 
Sol.   
Step 1:- From the given statements, All the eight members sits around a circular table and some of them 
face inside and some outside. G sits third to the right of C, who is the HR of Adda247. A is the CA of Adda247 
and A, faces inside and sits second to the left of the Manager of Adda247. G is the manager of dda247. Only 
one member among G, A and C faces outside the centre and rest two faces inside. There will be two possible 
cases in which C and A faces inside and G face outside and in other case G and A face inside and C face 
outside: 
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Step 2:- E who is the CEO of the company is not the immediate neighbour of HR and CA of the company. E’s 

position is fixed on the immediate right of G in both the case. The CEO of Adda247 sits third to the left of 

the one who is director of Adda247. So, the director of Adda247 sits on the immediate left of C in both the 

cases but the director faces outside in case 1 and face inside in case 2. B sits on the immediate left of 

Manager of the company. Now M is the CFO of Adda247 and faces outside the centre. Immediate neighbours 

of CFO faces opposite direction. D and N are immediate neighbours. So in both the cases M’s positions is 

fixed. 

 
Step 3:- From the remaining conditions, only one person among the Director, B and the CEO of Adda247 

faces the centre and rest faces outside but in case two persons the director and E (CEO) face inside so case 

2 will be eliminated. Now continuing with step 1, N and B faces the same direction. The president of 

Adda247 sits second to the right of secretory of Adda247.  D sits third to the right of secretory of Adda247. 

So B is the secretory of Adda247 and face inside and N is the president and D is the director of Adda247. 

Hence, we get our final answer.   

 
 

S34. Ans.(e) 

Sol.   

Step 1:- From the given statements, All the eight members sits around a circular table and some of them 

face inside and some outside. G sits third to the right of C, who is the HR of Adda247. A is the CA of Adda247 

and A, faces inside and sits second to the left of the Manager of Adda247. G is the manager of dda247. Only 

one member among G, A and C faces outside the centre and rest two faces inside. There will be two possible 

cases in which C and A faces inside and G face outside and in other case G and A face inside and C face 

outside: 
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Step 2:- E who is the CEO of the company is not the immediate neighbour of HR and CA of the company. E’s 
position is fixed on the immediate right of G in both the case. The CEO of Adda247 sits third to the left of 
the one who is director of Adda247. So, the director of Adda247 sits on the immediate left of C in both the 
cases but the director faces outside in case 1 and face inside in case 2. B sits on the immediate left of 
Manager of the company. Now M is the CFO of Adda247 and faces outside the centre. Immediate neighbours 
of CFO faces opposite direction. D and N are immediate neighbours. So in both the cases M’s positions is 
fixed. 

 
Step 3:- From the remaining conditions, only one person among the Director, B and the CEO of Adda247 
faces the centre and rest faces outside but in case two persons the director and E (CEO) face inside so case 
2 will be eliminated. Now continuing with step 1, N and B faces the same direction. The president of 
Adda247 sits second to the right of secretory of Adda247.  D sits third to the right of secretory of Adda247. 
So B is the secretory of Adda247 and face inside and N is the president and D is the director of Adda247. 
Hence, we get our final answer.   
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S35. Ans.(c) 
Sol.   
Step 1:- From the given statements, All the eight members sits around a circular table and some of them 

face inside and some outside. G sits third to the right of C, who is the HR of Adda247. A is the CA of Adda247 

and A, faces inside and sits second to the left of the Manager of Adda247. G is the manager of dda247. Only 

one member among G, A and C faces outside the centre and rest two faces inside. There will be two possible 

cases in which C and A faces inside and G face outside and in other case G and A face inside and C face 

outside: 

 
Step 2:- E who is the CEO of the company is not the immediate neighbour of HR and CA of the company. E’s 

position is fixed on the immediate right of G in both the case. The CEO of Adda247 sits third to the left of 

the one who is director of Adda247. So, the director of Adda247 sits on the immediate left of C in both the 

cases but the director faces outside in case 1 and face inside in case 2. B sits on the immediate left of 

Manager of the company. Now M is the CFO of Adda247 and faces outside the centre. Immediate neighbours 

of CFO faces opposite direction. D and N are immediate neighbours. So in both the cases M’s positions is 

fixed. 

 
Step 3:- From the remaining conditions, only one person among the Director, B and the CEO of Adda247 

faces the centre and rest faces outside but in case two persons the director and E (CEO) face inside so case 

2 will be eliminated. Now continuing with step 1, N and B faces the same direction. The president of 

Adda247 sits second to the right of secretory of Adda247.  D sits third to the right of secretory of Adda247. 

So B is the secretory of Adda247 and face inside and N is the president and D is the director of Adda247. 

Hence, we get our final answer.   
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S36. Ans.(d) 
Sol.   
Step 1:- From the given statements, All the eight members sits around a circular table and some of them 
face inside and some outside. G sits third to the right of C, who is the HR of Adda247. A is the CA of Adda247 
and A, faces inside and sits second to the left of the Manager of Adda247. G is the manager of dda247. Only 
one member among G, A and C faces outside the centre and rest two faces inside. There will be two possible 
cases in which C and A faces inside and G face outside and in other case G and A face inside and C face 
outside: 

 
Step 2:- E who is the CEO of the company is not the immediate neighbour of HR and CA of the company. E’s 
position is fixed on the immediate right of G in both the case. The CEO of Adda247 sits third to the left of 
the one who is director of Adda247. So, the director of Adda247 sits on the immediate left of C in both the 
cases but the director faces outside in case 1 and face inside in case 2. B sits on the immediate left of 
Manager of the company. Now M is the CFO of Adda247 and faces outside the centre. Immediate neighbours 
of CFO faces opposite direction. D and N are immediate neighbours. So in both the cases M’s positions is 
fixed. 
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Step 3:- From the remaining conditions, only one person among the Director, B and the CEO of Adda247 

faces the centre and rest faces outside but in case two persons the director and E (CEO) face inside so case 

2 will be eliminated. Now continuing with step 1, N and B faces the same direction. The president of 

Adda247 sits second to the right of secretory of Adda247.  D sits third to the right of secretory of Adda247. 

So B is the secretory of Adda247 and face inside and N is the president and D is the director of Adda247. 

Hence, we get our final answer.   

 
 

S37. Ans.(b) 

Sol.   

Only Statement (I) can be inferred from the given statement as Metrological department forecasted the 

above-normal maximum and minimum temperature that means a little rise in temperature lead to 

enormous heat. But (II) can’t be inferred as nothing is mentioned about the deaths caused by high 

temperature. 

 

S38. Ans.(e) 

Sol.   

After de-coding the given coded blood relation we get the relation between N and R in which N is the 

nephew of R.  

 
 

S39. Ans.(a) 

Sol.   

From Expression 1 we get our final answer and deduce the blood relation given below: 
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S40. Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

Step 1 :- Using given statements, we will first find the comparison of weight among the boxes. Box D is 

heavier than Box C and Box E. The box which contains shoes in it is the fourth heaviest box. Box C is heavier 

than Box E. Box B is not the fourth heaviest and it is not the empty box. The Box A contains Caps in it. The 

empty box is the lightest box among all. The box contains Marble in it is the second heaviest box. D is not 

the heaviest box among all. Box A is heavier than Box B. from all these conditions we get the final 

arrangement of the boxes according to the weight. 

 

Step 2 :- Now, using the above arrangement and remaining conditions we will find the arrangement of the 

boxes which is kept at the top and which box kept at the bottom.  The box which is kept at the top contains 

bottle in it. There are two boxes kept between box which contains marble (Box D) in it and the box which 

is empty (Box E). The box which contain Caps (Box A) is not kept immediately above or below the box 

which contain marble (Box B) in it. So, there will be two possible cases.  

        

Step 3:- Now it is given that Box C is kept above Box E so case 2 will be eliminated. And we get our final 

answer. 

 

 

S41. Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

Step 1 :- Using given statements, we will first find the comparison of weight among the boxes. Box D is 

heavier than Box C and Box E. The box which contains shoes in it is the fourth heaviest box. Box C is heavier 

than Box E. Box B is not the fourth heaviest and it is not the empty box. The Box A contains Caps in it. The 

empty box is the lightest box among all. The box contains Marble in it is the second heaviest box. D is not 

the heaviest box among all. Box A is heavier than Box B. from all these conditions we get the final 

arrangement of the boxes according to the weight. 
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Step 2 :- Now, using the above arrangement and remaining conditions we will find the arrangement of the 

boxes which is kept at the top and which box kept at the bottom.  The box which is kept at the top contains 

bottle in it. There are two boxes kept between box which contains marble (Box D) in it and the box which 

is empty (Box E). The box which contain Caps (Box A) is not kept immediately above or below the box 

which contain marble (Box B) in it. So, there will be two possible cases.  

    
Step 3:- Now it is given that Box C is kept above Box E so case 2 will be eliminated. And we get our final 

answer. 

 
 

S42. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

Step 1 :- Using given statements, we will first find the comparison of weight among the boxes. Box D is 

heavier than Box C and Box E. The box which contains shoes in it is the fourth heaviest box. Box C is heavier 

than Box E. Box B is not the fourth heaviest and it is not the empty box. The Box A contains Caps in it. The 

empty box is the lightest box among all. The box contains Marble in it is the second heaviest box. D is not 

the heaviest box among all. Box A is heavier than Box B. from all these conditions we get the final 

arrangement of the boxes according to the weight. 

 
Step 2 :- Now, using the above arrangement and remaining conditions we will find the arrangement of the 

boxes which is kept at the top and which box kept at the bottom.  The box which is kept at the top contains 

bottle in it. There are two boxes kept between box which contains marble (Box D) in it and the box which 

is empty (Box E). The box which contain Caps (Box A) is not kept immediately above or below the box 

which contain marble (Box B) in it. So, there will be two possible cases.  
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Step 3:- Now it is given that Box C is kept above Box E so case 2 will be eliminated. And we get our final 

answer. 

 
 

S43. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

Students let us understand the Logic behind this Question and let’s understand how to solve it. When we 

see each step, then we can find that there is both number and words are arranged in each step. 

For words arrangement- Words are arranged in alphabetical order from right to left according to 

alphabetical order  

(b) For numbers arrangement- The numbers are arranged from right to left in descending order. 

Input- Abate 97 Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy 

Step I – Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy Abate 97 

Step II- Macky 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85  

Step III- Macky 63 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 

Step IV- Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 

Step V- Abate 97 Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 Quant 26 

 

S44. Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

Students let us understand the Logic behind this Question and let’s understand how to solve it. When we 

see each step, then we can find that there is both number and words are arranged in each step. 

(a) For words arrangement- Words are arranged in alphabetical order from right to left according to 

alphabetical order  

(b) For numbers arrangement- The numbers are arranged from right to left in descending order. 

Input- Abate 97 Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy 

Step I – Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy Abate 97 

Step II- Macky 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85  

Step III- Macky 63 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 

Step IV- Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 

Step V- Abate 97 Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 Quant 26 

 

S45. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

Students let us understand the Logic behind this Question and let’s understand how to solve it. When we 

see each step, then we can find that there is both number and words are arranged in each step. 

(a) For words arrangement- Words are arranged in alphabetical order from right to left according to 

alphabetical order  

(b) For numbers arrangement- The numbers are arranged from right to left in descending order. 
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Input- Abate 97 Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy 

Step I – Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy Abate 97 
Step II- Macky 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85  
Step III- Macky 63 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 
Step IV- Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 
Step V- Abate 97 Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 Quant 26 
 
S46. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  
Students let us understand the Logic behind this Question and let’s understand how to solve it. When we 
see each step, then we can find that there is both number and words are arranged in each step. 
(a)For words arrangement- Words are arranged in alphabetical order from right to left according to 
alphabetical order  
(b) For numbers arrangement- The numbers are arranged from right to left in descending order. 
Input- Abate 97 Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy 
Step I – Macky 85 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Furzy Abate 97 
Step II- Macky 63 Loyalty 76 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85  
Step III- Macky 63 Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 
Step IV- Quant 26 Abate 97Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 
Step V- Abate 97 Furzy 85 Loyalty 76 Macky 63 Quant 26 
 
S47. Ans.(a) 
Sol.   
After applying the different conditions given in the question, we get 
A E R I F E R O U S 
B F Q J E F Q P V R 
B E F F J P Q Q R V 
Then the total number of letters between ‘F’(third letter from the left) and ‘R’(second letter from the right 
is 11 (G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P and Q). 
 
S48. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The second, sixth, ninth and tenth letter of the word “ADHESIONAL” are D,I, A and L using these letters 
two meaningful words can be made ‘DIAL’ and ‘LAID’.  
  
 
S49. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   
Both I and II follows as salary is an important factor for encouraging 
students to opt teaching as a career option rather than job and 
changing the eligibility criterion to graduation for being a teacher as 
generally the students choose their career option after graduation.  
 
S50. Ans.(a) 
Sol.   
Statement (II) follows as by engaging itself in manufacturing and 
distribution of medical equipment the government can provide 
affordable treatment. But (I) does not follow as it is not a practical 
solution.  
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S51. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  
Step 1 :- From the given conditions, first we will establish the blood relation among the eight members of 
the family who all are related to Q in a certain way, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law from this 
statement it is clear that Q is a male. B is the grandson of A, N is the aunt of B. N is the only daughter of M. 
A and O is not the married couple. O has only one son. O is the mother of R. Son of Q sits third to the right 
of Q’s brother-in-law. R is not married. From this given condition N is sister of Q. Q is married to P, who is 
sister of R. A is husband of M, who is the mother of N.  
Blood Relation Tree  

 
Step 2 :- Using the given conditions, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law, who sits second to the left 
of sister of R (i.e. P). N is not the immediate neighbour of P. A, who sits third to the right of N. So, there will 
be two possible cases. 
In which N sits either on the immediate left or on immediate right of Q. 

 
Step 3 :- From the remaining conditions, M sits on the immediate left of brother in law of Q (i.e. R). So case 
1 will be eliminated as there is no possible sitting for M and R. Now continuing with case 2, Son of Q (i.e. B) 
sits third to the right of Q’s brother-in-law (i.e. R) from these condition we get our final solution. 

 
 
S52. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  
Step 1 :- From the given conditions, first we will establish the blood relation among the eight members of 
the family who all are related to Q in a certain way, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law from this 
statement it is clear that Q is a male. B is the grandson of A, N is the aunt of B. N is the only daughter of M. 
A and O is not the married couple. O has only one son. O is the mother of R. Son of Q sits third to the right 
of Q’s brother-in-law. R is not married. From this given condition N is sister of Q. Q is married to P, who is 
sister of R. A is husband of M, who is the mother of N.  
Blood Relation Tree  
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Step 2 :- Using the given conditions, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law, who sits second to the left 
of sister of R (i.e. P). N is not the immediate neighbour of P. A, who sits third to the right of N. So, there will 
be two possible cases. 
In which N sits either on the immediate left or on immediate right of Q. 

 
Step 3 :- From the remaining conditions, M sits on the immediate left of brother in law of Q (i.e. R). So case 
1 will be eliminated as there is no possible sitting for M and R. Now continuing with case 2, Son of Q (i.e. B) 
sits third to the right of Q’s brother-in-law (i.e. R) from these condition we get our final solution. 

 
S53. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  
Step 1 :- From the given conditions, first we will establish the blood relation among the eight members of 
the family who all are related to Q in a certain way, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law from this 
statement it is clear that Q is a male. B is the grandson of A, N is the aunt of B. N is the only daughter of M. 
A and O is not the married couple. O has only one son. O is the mother of R. Son of Q sits third to the right 
of Q’s brother-in-law. R is not married. From this given condition N is sister of Q. Q is married to P, who is 
sister of R. A is husband of M, who is the mother of N.  
Blood Relation Tree  
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Step 2 :- Using the given conditions, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law, who sits second to the left 

of sister of R (i.e. P). N is not the immediate neighbour of P. A, who sits third to the right of N. So, there will 

be two possible cases. 

In which N sits either on the immediate left or on immediate right of Q. 

 

Step 3 :- From the remaining conditions, M sits on the immediate left of brother in law of Q (i.e. R). So case 

1 will be eliminated as there is no possible sitting for M and R. Now continuing with case 2, Son of Q (i.e. B) 

sits third to the right of Q’s brother-in-law (i.e. R) from these condition we get our final solution. 

 
 

S54. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

Step 1 :- From the given conditions, first we will establish the blood relation among the eight members of 

the family who all are related to Q in a certain way, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law from this 

statement it is clear that Q is a male. B is the grandson of A, N is the aunt of B. N is the only daughter of M. 

A and O is not the married couple. O has only one son. O is the mother of R. Son of Q sits third to the right 

of Q’s brother-in-law. R is not married. From this given condition N is sister of Q. Q is married to P, who is 

sister of R. A is husband of M, who is the mother of N.  

Blood Relation Tree  
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Step 2 :- Using the given conditions, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law, who sits second to the left 

of sister of R (i.e. P). N is not the immediate neighbour of P. A, who sits third to the right of N. So, there will 

be two possible cases. 

In which N sits either on the immediate left or on immediate right of Q. 

 

Step 3 :- From the remaining conditions, M sits on the immediate left of brother in law of Q (i.e. R). So case 

1 will be eliminated as there is no possible sitting for M and R. Now continuing with case 2, Son of Q (i.e. B) 

sits third to the right of Q’s brother-in-law (i.e. R) from these condition we get our final solution. 

 
 

S55. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

Step 1 :- From the given conditions, first we will establish the blood relation among the eight members of 

the family who all are related to Q in a certain way, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law from this 

statement it is clear that Q is a male. B is the grandson of A, N is the aunt of B. N is the only daughter of M. 

A and O is not the married couple. O has only one son. O is the mother of R. Son of Q sits third to the right 

of Q’s brother-in-law. R is not married. From this given condition N is sister of Q. Q is married to P, who is 

sister of R. A is husband of M, who is the mother of N.  

Blood Relation Tree  
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Step 2 :- Using the given conditions, Q sits third to the left of his mother-in-law, who sits second to the left 
of sister of R (i.e. P). N is not the immediate neighbour of P. A, who sits third to the right of N. So, there will 
be two possible cases. 
In which N sits either on the immediate left or on immediate right of Q. 

 
Step 3 :- From the remaining conditions, M sits on the immediate left of brother in law of Q (i.e. R). So case 
1 will be eliminated as there is no possible sitting for M and R. Now continuing with case 2, Son of Q (i.e. B) 
sits third to the right of Q’s brother-in-law (i.e. R) from these condition we get our final solution. 

 
 
S56. Ans.(e) 
Sol.   
Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For triangle 1- according to given logic for triangle 1 total number of letters between F and X  is  17 which 
is a odd number so fax is changes to xaf.  
For triangle 2- according to given logic for triangle 2 the addition of the given two digit is 5 so there is no 
change in the digits as it is equal to 5. 
For triangle 3- according to given logic for triangle 3 total number of letters between J and Y is 14 which is 
an even number so joy is changes to ojy. 
For triangle 4- according to given logic for triangle 4 difference between given two digits is 5-2=3, which is 
more than 2 so the number changes to (25-4)= 21. 

 
There is no such meaningful word of six letters can be made using ‘xaf’ and ‘ojy’.  
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S57. Ans.(b)  
Sol.   
Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For triangle 1- according to given logic for triangle 1 total number of letters between F and X  is  17 which 
is a odd number so fax is changes to xaf.  
For triangle 2- according to given logic for triangle 2 the addition of the given two digit is 5 so there is no 
change in the digits as it is equal to 5. 
For triangle 3- according to given logic for triangle 3 total number of letters between J and Y is 14 which is 
an even number so joy is changes to ojy. 
For triangle 4- according to given logic for triangle 4 difference between given two digits is 5-2=3, which is 
more than 2 so the number changes to (25-4)= 21. 

 
The difference is (32-21)=11 
 
S58. Ans.(a) 
Sol.   
Following logic/operations were performed to obtain the output. 
For triangle 1- according to given logic for triangle 1 total number of letters between F and X  is  17 which 
is a odd number so fax is changes to xaf.  
For triangle 2- according to given logic for triangle 2 the addition of the given two digit is 5 so there is no 
change in the digits as it is equal to 5. 
For triangle 3- according to given logic for triangle 3 total number of letters between J and Y is 14 which is 
an even number so joy is changes to ojy. 
For triangle 4- according to given logic for triangle 4 difference between given two digits is 5-2=3, which is 
more than 2 so the number changes to (25-4)= 21. 

 
 
S59. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  
For I: Yes, it can be assumed as it is mentioned clearly in the statement that SSC aspirants have decided to 
move towards banking field after getting fade up by paper leak of SSC, it means clearly that SSC 
management has not taken any proper action. 
For II: Yes, it can be assumed as aspirants move to banking field by supposing that there will be no paper 
leak in banking examination. 
For III: No, It cannot be assumed because this is regarding career in banking field which is not discussed in 
statement. 
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S60. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  

For I: Yes, It is strong argument as it supports the statement that by consuming an apple a day any one can 

keep himself fit and fine. 

For II: No. It is not supporting the statement because argument II is about real juice of apple flavor but in 

statement consuming of apple fruit is instructed and it is also said in argument to ban it which is not in 

support of statement. 

For III: No, It is not strong because according to statement it’s an initiative from health ministry to take an 

apple daily but in argument III, other side of statement is shown which is not in support. 

For IV: No, it is not strong with respect to statements as it’s an alternative to be healthy but it is not in 

support of an initiative which is stated by health ministry. 

 

S61.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

 

 

 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3474/General-Awareness-Based-on-GA-Power-Capsule-for-IBPS-PO-MAINS-Online-Test-Series
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S62.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  

 
 

S63.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

 
 

S64.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  
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S65.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

 
 S66.  Ans.(a) 

 Sol. 

 
  

 S67.  Ans.(c) 

 Sol. 
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 S68.  Ans.(d) 
 Sol. 

 
 S69.  Ans.(e) 
 Sol. 

 
 S70.  Ans.(a) 
 Sol. 

 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3389/IBPS-SO-I-T-Officer-Scale-I-Prelims-2019-Online-Test-Series
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S71.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

 

 

S72.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  

 

 

S73.  Ans.(e) 

Sol.  
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S74.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 
 

S75.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

 
 

S76.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 
 

S77.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 
 

S78.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  
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S79.  Ans.(e) 

Sol.  

 

 

S80.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

 

 

S81.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  

 

 

S82.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  
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S83.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  

 
 
S84.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  

 
 
S85.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  
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S86.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  

 
 
S87.  Ans.(e) 
Sol.  

 
 
S88.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  

 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/2978/Bank-and-Insurance-Premium-Plus-Subscription-12-Months
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S89.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 

 

S90.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 

 

S91.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  
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S92.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 

 

S93.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  
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S94.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  

 
 
S95.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  

 
 
S96.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  

 
 
S97.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  
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S98.  Ans.(e) 

Sol.  

 

 

S99.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  

 

 

S100.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  

 

 

S101.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  
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S102.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  

 

 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3194/IBPS-PO-Mains-Prime-2019-Online-Test-Series
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S103.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  

 

 
 
S104.  Ans.(e) 
Sol.  
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S105.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  
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S106.  Ans.(e) 
Sol.  

 
 
S107.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  
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S108.  Ans.(b) 

Sol.  

Let, numbers in 5-digit number is a, b, c, d, e. 

In order to get sum of 43, the combinations exist are 

9, 9, 9, 9, 7 = 5 numbers 

9, 9, 9, 8, 8 = 10 numbers 

Total 15 numbers can be formed having sum 43.  

For number which are divisible by 11 main condition is 

(a + c + e) – (b + d) = 11 …(i) 

and (a + b + c + d + e) = 43  …(ii) 

On solving (i) and (ii)  

a + c + e = 27, b + d = 16  

a, c and e can be 9, 9, 9  

while b, d can 7, 9 or 8, 8 or 9, 7 respectively 

So, there are three numbers which are divisibly by 11 having sum 43 i.e., 97999, 99979, 98989. 

 

 

S109.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  

 

 

S110.  Ans.(a) 

Sol.  
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S111. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Refer the second paragraph of the passage, all the three statements can be inferred from the paragraph 
which state that all the efforts made by the government to reduce the garbage problem have not been that 
significant in reaching their goals.  Hence option (e) is the correct choice in the context of the passage. 
 
S112. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Read the passage carefully, especially second paragraph onwards. Both these statements (I) and (III) 
have been some of the reasons behind the below par success of separating bio-degradable and non-
biodegradable garbage. Certain examples of innovative ideas to deal with the issue in the latter half of the 
passage suggest that the government has failed in adopting these methods to tackle the problem. Hence 
option (c) is the most appropriate choice in the context of the passage.  
 
S113. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Refer the first two sentences of the paragraph, “‘Reduce, reuse, recycle’. These are mantras we hear 
often whenever the garbage problem is discussed: but all three require commitment, a certain level of 
awareness, and concern for the environment.” All the three statements can be inferred from the given 
sentences which the author feel can be used effectively if one follows the required process with genuine 
concern. Hence option (e) is the correct choice in the context of the passage.  
 
S114. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Refer the first sentence of the fourth paragraph, “This paradox is easily explained. The ‘junk’ comes 
without an immediately assignable value attached and is not exchangeable the way a coin can be.” The first 
two statements follow the author’s point of view, whereas the third statement finds no relevance from the 
paragraph. Hence option (c) is the correct choice.  
 
S115. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Refer the last two paragraphs of the passage i.e., Paragraphs 5 and 6. It can be implied that the motto 
behind citing the example of Mysore zoo is to aware the concerned authority to come up with such an idea 
where people start giving importance to garbage in the similar way as they value a currency. The move 
may help people in realizing their responsibility towards the environment. Hence option (b) is the correct 
choice.  
 
S116. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Read the paragraph 6 carefully, the author is quite impressed by the innovative idea implemented by 
the Mysore zoo to tackle the problem of garbage woes. Thus, it can be inferred that the follow-up 
sentence(s) must complement the author’s point of view as in the last paragraph. The three given 
statements generate the same theme the paragraph is revolving 
around. All three statements can follow the paragraph 6 both 
logically and contextually. Hence option (e) is the correct choice.  
 
S117. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  The word “paradox” means a seemingly absurd or contradictory 
statement or proposition which when investigated may prove to be 
well founded or true. Hence the most appropriate synonyms of the 
word in the context of its usage in the passage are “contradiction” 
and “conundrum”.  
Allusion means an expression designed to call something to mind 
without mentioning it explicitly; an indirect or passing reference. 
Conundrum means a confusing and difficult problem or question. 
 

https://store.adda247.com/product-testseries/3112/FCI-Manager-Phase-I-2019-Online-Test-Series
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S118. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The word “disburse” means pay out (money from a fund). Hence the most appropriate synonyms of 
the word in the context of its usage in the passage are “pay out”, “distribute” and “hand out”.  
Hand out means a quantity of financial or other material aid given to a person or organization. 
Set aside means a portion of funds reserved for a particular purpose. 
 
S119. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  The word “qualm” means an uneasy feeling of doubt, worry, or fear, especially about one's own 
conduct; a misgiving. Hence the most appropriate antonym of the word in the context of its usage in the 
passage is “confidence”.  
Hesitancy means the quality or state of being hesitant. 
Compunction means a feeling of guilt or moral scruple that prevents or follows the doing of something bad. 
 
S120. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The word “cajole” means persuade (someone) to do something by sustained coaxing or flattery. Hence 
the most appropriate antonyms of the word in the context of its usage in the passage are “bully” and 
“dissuade”.  
Deceive means deliberately cause (someone) to believe something that is not true, especially for personal 
gain. 
Bully means use superior strength or influence to intimidate (someone), typically to force them to do 
something. 
Entrap means trick (someone) into committing a crime in order to secure their prosecution. 
 
S121. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  With respect to the paragraph 1, it can be implied that sentence (b) is correct. As mentioned in the last 
few lines of the first paragraph that the budget did not make any financial allocations towards 
implementation of the laws meant for disabled persons. Hence option (b) is the correct choice. 
 
S122. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  With reference to the third paragraph, we can conclude that sentence (b) is correct. The paragraph 
states that the persons with Disability act 1995 got replaced with RPDA, 2016 with increase in the various 
types of disabilities officially recognized by the government from seven to 21. Hence option (b) is the 
correct choice. 
 
S123. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Sentence (I) is not mentioned in the paragraph 2, while other two sentences are forming a part of the 
paragraph. Hence option (a) is the correct choice. 
 
S124. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Both the paragraph revolves around the same theme of unfulfilled promises behind the schemes made 
by the government. Hence option (b) is correct. 
 
S125. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  With reference to the last few lines of the last paragraph, “Following Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 
suggestion, official documents and government bodies began changing the nomenclature in Hindi from 
“viklang” (disabled) to “divyaang,” causing an outcry among the community, which opposed the idea of 
human diversities being identified as divine.” We can infer that sentence (II) and (III) are the appropriate 
answers. 
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 S126. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  Although the vast majority of the economies monitored have laws establishing non-discrimination in 

employment based on gender, only 76 mandate equal remuneration for work of equal value and 37 

economies have no laws protecting pregnant workers from dismissal. 

 

S127. Ans.(d) 

Sol.  Although it is risky but many banks use One Time Password (OTP) method for authentication of online 

payments assuming that only a phone’s owner will see a message sent to it. 

 

S128. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  Researchers are developing atomically thin 'drumheads'-- tens of trillions of times thinner than the 

human eardrum which is able to receive and transmit signals across a radio frequency range far greater 

than what we can hear with the human ear. 

 

S129. Ans (a) 

Sol.  Even though you can't easily put photos on an iPad from more than one computer you can email them 

to yourself from various computers and download these photos to your iPad.  

 

S130. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  With over $1.2 billion collection worldwide 'Black Panther' is the biggest Non-Sequel blockbuster 

since 'Avatar', a James Cameroon movie which took the world by storm in 2009. 

 

S131. Ans (e) 

Sol.  The third statement i.e., statement (C) of the paragraph clearly indicates the theme of the paragraph 

which is about a case stating the issue of continuing the business by a top banker’s or bureaucrat’s relative. 

However, statement (F) “What’s not in doubt is a clear conflict of interest and the bank’s seeming 

reluctance to get to the bottom of it” describes about the conflict of interest of the banks which finds no 

relevance with the facts discussed in the paragraph. Thus, among all the given options only statement (F) 

cannot fit contextually with the theme of the paragraph. Therefore, the option (e) becomes the most 

suitable answer choice. 

 

S132. Ans.(b) 

Sol.  The third statement i.e., statement (C) of the paragraph clearly indicates the theme of the paragraph 

which is about a case stating the issue of continuing the business by a top banker’s or bureaucrat’s relative. 

Taking a hint from the theme of the paragraph and eliminating the incoherent statement i.e., statement (F) 

the sentences can be arranged in the sequence of BDCGAE to form a coherent paragraph. As, the last 

statement of the paragraph is stating a fact regarding the case of ICICI Bank — involving its managing 

director and CEO Chanda Kochhar’s husband, Deepak, and the Videocon Group’s chairman Venugopal 

Dhoot where the 50% of the stakes have been transefered for a very small amount Rs. 2.5 L. Therefore, 

only option (b) continues to state the fact describing that transfer of shares were also made at just Rs. 9 L. 

All the other options are either irrelevant or doesn’t fit into the coherence of the paragraph. Hence, option 

(b) becomes the most suitable choice. 
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S133. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  The third statement i.e., statement (C) of the paragraph clearly indicates the theme of the paragraph 
which is about a case stating the issue of continuing the business by a top banker’s or bureaucrat’s relative. 
Taking a hint from the theme of the paragraph and eliminating the incoherent statement i.e., statement (F) 
the sentences can be arranged in the sequence of BDCGAE to form a coherent paragraph. Statements (G) 
and (A) are describing about the facts associated with the case of ICICI bank. As, statement (G) is 
introducing the case, statement (A) should follow it. Therefore, option (a) becomes the most suitable 
answer choice. 
 
S134. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  The third statement i.e., statement (C) of the paragraph clearly indicates the theme of the paragraph 
which is about a case stating the issue of continuing the business by a top banker’s or bureaucrat’s relative. 
Taking a hint from the theme of the paragraph and eliminating the incoherent statement i.e., statement (F) 
the sentences can be arranged in the sequence of BDCGAE to form a coherent paragraph. Hence, as the first 
statement of the paragraph is statement (B), option (d) becomes the most viable answer choice. 
 
S135. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The third statement i.e., statement (C) of the paragraph clearly indicates the theme of the paragraph 
which is about a case stating the issue of continuing the business by a top banker’s or bureaucrat’s relative. 
Taking a hint from the theme of the paragraph and eliminating the incoherent statement i.e., statement (F) 
the sentences can be arranged in the sequence of BDCGAE to form a coherent paragraph. 
 
S136. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  There is a grammatical error in only the part (II) of the sentence, the verb “are” should be replaced by 
“is” as the subject of the verb is singular [the entire idea]. The other two parts are both grammatically 
correct and contextually meaningful. Hence option (b) is the correct choice. 
 
S137. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  There are grammatical errors in both the parts (I) and (II). In the part (I), the determiner “much” 
should be replaced by “many” as the noun it signifies is countable [city dwellers]. It is to be noted that both 
‘much’ and ‘many’ are determiners, and have the same or similar meaning i.e., ‘a lot of’, or ‘in great 
quantities’, or ‘a great amount’, but their usage differs. If a noun is an uncountable noun (which is often in 
singular form), the ‘much’ determiner should be used, while the determiner ‘many’ should be used with 
countable nouns, or plural nouns. In the part (II) of the sentence, the preposition “along” should be replaced 
by “with” as “to have some links with their rural homes” is the correct expression in the context of the 
sentence. The part (III) of the sentence doesn’t require any correction. Hence option (c) is the correct 
expression.  
 
S138. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  There is an error in only the part (I) of the sentence, the singular form of the word “group” should be 
replaced by its plural “groups” as the word is used for all three: women, youth and elderly citizens i.e., 
group of women, group of youth and group of elderly citizens. The other parts of the sentence are both 
grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. Hence option (a) is the correct choice. 
 
S139. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  The given sentence is both grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. Hence option (e) is the 
correct choice. 
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S140. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  There is an error in the part (III) of the sentence, the verb “support” should be replaced by “supports” 
as the subject of the verb is singular [MSP]. The other parts of the sentence are both grammatically and 
contextually correct. Hence option (b) is the correct choice.  
 
S141. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  burn the candle at both ends: To overwork or exhaust oneself by doing too many things, especially 
both late at night and early in the morning 
Ransacked: go through (a place) stealing things and causing damage 
 
S142. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  A hot potato: Speak of an issue (mostly current) which many people are talking about and which is 
usually disputed 
China’s illegal control of South China sea is a current and disputed topic hence (e) fits accurately with the 
meaning of “a hot potato” as South China sea is a hot potato. 
 
S143. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  Back to the drawing board: When an attempt fails and it's time to start all over 
The self-driving car technology by Uber failed when it couldn’t recognise a woman on road and now it is 
back to the drawing board to start it all over again and re-innovate the technology hence (d) fits perfectly 
to the meaning of back to the drawing board. 
 
S144. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  be glad to see the back of: Be happy when a person or something leaves. 
Here, a patient is talking about being happy when dialysis goes away (cured), which clearly signifies the 
meaning of the idiom ‘be glad to see the back of’ 
Cowardice: lack of bravery 
 
S145. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Blessing in disguise: Something good that isn't recognized at first 
Old townhall buildings or municipal buildings are the heritage of a city but they were not recognized earlier 
but now they are being recognized hence it conveys meaning of the given idiom. 
 
S146. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The paragraph is about the causes and effects of obesity which is affecting humans all over the world 
due to easy availability of junk food. Therefore, among all the options, only option (c) is catering the exact 
meaning to the paragraph describing about obesity being a bigger health issue than smoking and hunger. 
All the other given options are either grammatically incorrect or contextually meaningless. Hence, by 
replacing the given phrase with option (c) it becomes the most suitable answer choice 
 
S147. Ans.(d) 
Sol.  The paragraph is about the causes and effects of obesity which is affecting humans all over the world 
due to easy availability of junk food. To make the sentence comprehensive and logical with the theme of 
the paragraph, replace the given phrase in bold with “obesity kills more people than malnutrition”. All the 
other options are either grammatically incorrect or contextually meaningless. Hence, option (d) is the most 
viable answer choice. 
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S148. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  The paragraph is about the causes and effects of obesity which is affecting humans all over the world 
due to easy availability of junk food. To make the sentence comprehensive and logical with the theme of 
the paragraph replace the given phrase in bold with “improving standards of living and easy availability of 
food”. All the other options are either grammatically incorrect or contextually meaningless. Hence, option 
(a) is the most viable answer choice. 
 
S149. Ans.(e) 
Sol.  The paragraph is about the causes and effects of obesity which is affecting humans all over the world 
due to easy availability of junk food. Therefore, the given phrase in bold is already providing the exact 
meaning to the paragraph and doesn’t contain any grammatical errors in it. Hence, option (e) is the most 
suitable answer choice. 
 
S150. Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The paragraph is about the causes and effects of obesity which is affecting humans all over the world 
due to easy availability of junk food. To make the sentence comprehensive and logical with the theme of 
the paragraph replace the given phrase in bold with “over half the world’s adult population will be 
overweight”. All the other options are either grammatically incorrect or contextually meaningless. Hence, 
option (b) is the most viable answer choice. 
 
S151.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  National Institute of Bank Management is an Indian institution for research, training, and consultancy 
in banking and finance. It is located in Pune. The campus is self-contained, with residential and educational 
facilities. 
 
S152.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  A mutual fund is an investment vehicle made up of a pool of money collected from many investors for 
the purpose of investing in securities such as stocks, bonds, money market instruments and other assets. 
 
S153.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  India has notified a tax information exchange agreement (TIEA) with the Marshall Islands, enabling 
bilateral sharing of banking information and allowing officials of one country to undertake tax 
examinations in the other. 
 
S154.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  Monetary fine and imprisonment, In case of cheque bouncing, is 
the permissible punishment. 
 
S155.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Non-Resident bank accounts are those, which are maintained by 
Indian nationals and Persons of Indian origin resident abroad, foreign 
nationals and foreign companies in India. 
 
S156.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The theme of the Food Safety Day 2019 is "Food Safety, 
everyone's business". 
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S157.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  'No Frills 'account is a basic banking account. Such account requires either nil minimum balance or 
very low minimum balance. 
S158.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The former Sri Lanka batsman Kumar Sangakkara has been appointed as the first non-British 
president of Marylebone Cricket Club. 
 
S159. Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Liverpool's Virgil van Dijk and Vivianne Miedema of Arsenal have been crowned Professional 
Footballers' Association players of the year for the 2018-19 season, with Manchester City's Raheem 
Sterling and Georgia Stanway named as young players of the year. 
 
S160.  Ans.(b) 
Sol. Canadian tennis player Bianca Andreescu has won the Rogers Cup tournament held in Toronto after 
American Serena Williams 
 
S161.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The availability or cash and other cash like marketable instruments that are useful in purchases and 
investments are commonly known as is liquidity. 
 
S162.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Insider trading is the trading of a public company's stock or other securities by individuals with access 
to nonpublic information about the company. In various countries, some kinds of trading based on insider 
information is illegal. 
 
S163.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  NASA has successfully launched the RamanSat 2 miniature satellite designed by 17-year-old Indian 
student Aabhaas Sikka. 
 
S164.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  A sovereign wealth fund (SWF) or sovereign investment fund is a state-owned investment fund that 
invests in real and financial assets such as stocks, bonds, real estate, precious metals, or in alternative 
investments such as private equity fund or hedge funds. Sovereign wealth funds invest globally. 
 
S165.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Market risk is the possibility of an investor experiencing losses due to factors that affect the overall 
performance of the financial markets in which he or she is involved. Market risk, also called "systematic 
risk," cannot be eliminated through diversification, though it can be hedged against. 
 
S166.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Sukanya Samriddhi Accounts can be closed after completion of 21 years. 
 
S167.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for Men (Chatto & Windus) by writer, 
broadcaster and feminist campaigner Caroline Criado Perez, is the 32nd winner of the prestigious Royal 
Society Science Books Prize, sponsored by Insight Investment 
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S168.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Acceptance of demand deposits. Payments bank will initially be restricted to holding a maximum 
balance of Rs. 100,000 per individual customer. 
S169.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Jaipur topped the list of cleanest railway stations in the country, as per a report ‘Swachh Rail, Swachh 
Bharat 2019’ released by Ministry of Railways. 
 
S170.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The minimum paid-up equity capital for payments banks shall be Rs. 100 crores. 
 
S171.  Ans.(d) 
Sol. RBI has promoted Securities Trading Corporation of India Limited (STCI) jointly with the public sector 
banks 
 
S172.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) inked MoUs with the Defence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRDO) for development of human centric systems for the Gaganyaan project. 
 
S173.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The Federal Bank Limited is a major private sector commercial bank headquartered at Aluva, Kochi 
and Kerala. 
 
S174.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Both 1 and 2 is correct. Allahabad Bank was the first bank to be established exclusively by Indians. 
Seven banks forming subsidiary of State Bank of India was nationalized in 1960. But, SBI was formed in 
1955. 
 
S175.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  US President Donald Trump named his chief hostage negotiator Robert O'Brien as the new National 
Security Adviser (NSA) to replace John Bolton. 
 
S176.  Ans.(c) 
 
S177.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Along with Government of India, RBI are responsible for the design, production and overall 
management of the nation’s currency, with the goal of ensuring an adequate supply of clean and genuine 
notes. 
 
S178.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  A loan granted for short duration crops will be treated as an NPA if the instalment of the principal or 
interest thereon remains unpaid for two crop seasons beyond the due date. 
 
S179.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  India received its first French-made Rafale fighter jet, in one of the biggest-ever boosts to its 
deterrence capabilities vis-à-vis Pakistan and China. 
 
S180.  Ans.(b) 
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Sol.  Government e-Marketplace (GeM) has signed a pact with Union Bank of India (UBI) under which the 
bank will offer several services to it including transfer of funds. 
 
S181.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The Ranveer Singh and Alia Bhatt-starrer 'Gully Boy' has been declared as India's official entry in the 
'Best International Feature Film' category for the 92nd Academy Awards. 
 
S182.  Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Banks cannot accept interest free deposits other than in current account. 
 
S183.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Bulgaria’s Kristalina Georgieva was selected as the new chief and Managing Director of International 
Monetary Fund. Kristalina Georgieva has become the second-ever woman to lead the IMF. IMF comprises 
189 member states. 
 
S184.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  NPCI was incorporated in December 2008 and the Certificate of Commencement of Business was 
issued in April 2009. It was incorporated as a Section 25 company under Companies Act 1956 (now Section 
8 of Companies Act 2013) and is aimed to operate for the benefit of all the member banks and their 
customers. 
 
S185.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The Asian Development Bank slashed its growth forecast for India for fiscal 2019-20 to 6.5% from 7% 
projected in July, following weaker growth in the first quarter due to a slowdown in consumption and 
investment activities that hit manufacturing and service sectors. 
 
S186.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  Finance Ministry has cut the rate of GPF by 10 basis points from 8 per cent to 7.9 per cent. 
 
S187.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  The Kerala Government will set up a state-of-the-art Space Systems Park, claimed to be the country’s 
first, at Knowledge City here to attract global start-ups working in space sector and also develop it as a 
major manufacturing hub for space-related technology, research and development. 
 
S188.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  14 major Indian Scheduled Commercial Banks with deposits of over Rs 50 crores nationalized ' to 

serve better the needs of development of the economy in conformity with national policy objectives'. 

 

S189.  Ans.(c) 

Sol.  Rajiv Kumar, Secretary in the Department of Financial Services, was named the new Finance Secretary 

to take the place of Subhash Chandra Garg, who was shunted to the Power Ministry. 

 

S190.  Ans.(d) 

Sol.  The Reserve Bank of India performs this function under the guidance of the Board for Financial 

Supervision (BFS). The Board was constituted in November 1994 as a committee of the Central Board of 
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Directors of the Reserve Bank of India. Primary objective of BFS is to undertake consolidated supervision 

of the financial sector comprising commercial banks, financial institutions and non-banking finance 

companies. 

S191.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Cuba Capital- Havana, Currency- Cuban Peso, President-Miguel Diaz-Canel Bermudez. 
 
S192.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  The novel “Eleventh Hour” is authored by Crime writer Hussain Zaidi to pay tribute to the men in 
uniform. 
 
S193.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Every year, Gujarat celebrates more than 200 festivals. The International Kite Festival (Uttarayan) is 
regarded as one of the biggest festivals celebrated. Months before the festival, homes in Gujarat begin to 
manufacture kites for the festival. 
 
S194.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  The World Sustainable Gastronomy Day is observed every year on June 18 across the world. 
 
S195.  Ans.(d) 
Sol.  There are two themes for World Yoga Day 2019, United Nation has declared theme as "Yoga for 
Climate Action" and Ministry of Ayush, India has declared theme for Yoga Day is " Yoga for Heart". 
 
S196.  Ans.(a) 
Sol.  Bargi Dam is one of the first completed dams out of the chain of 30 major dams to be constructed on 
Narmada River in Madhya Pradesh, India. Two major irrigation projects, named Bargi Diversion Project 
and Rani Avantibai Lodhi Sagar Project, have been developed by Bargi Dam. 
 
S197.  Ans.(e) 
Sol.  Kathakali a form of ritual dance drama, originated in the Southern Indian state of Kerala during the 
late sixteenth century. 
 
S198.  Ans.(c) 
Sol.  Croatia’s Ivo Karlovic became the oldest man to win a match at the French Open for 46 years as he 
beat Spain’s fellow veteran Feliciano Lopez in a first-round duel. 
 
S199.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Coimbatore is a major city in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. It is 
located on the banks of the Noyyal River. 
 
S200.  Ans.(b) 
Sol.  Kinnerasani Wildlife Sanctuary is a forest located in Bhadradri 
Kothagudem district, Telangana state of India. 
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